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Story ideas for print and broadcast media

March 5, 1992
Contact: Rosemary Harty
WHAT'S THE ISSUE? -- Why do single-issue schools like Catholic and Montessori ones thrive and
black male academies struggle? Educators at the University of Dayton and Ohio State University are
studying black male academies in Dayton, Detroit, Baltimore, Milwaukee and Philadelphia to try to find an
answer. "They tend to be seen as resegregation," says Arnie Revere, associate professor of counselor
education at UD. "We're losing youngsters to crime and drugs. If we don't do something early with
intervention programs, there will be dire consequences later. We need to look at the positives, not the
negatives, of these schools."
Revere and Twinet Panner of OSU will present the study on March 12 at the University of Louisville at a
national conference, "The Black Family: Black Men in the African Diaspora."
Call Arnie Revere at (513) 229-3644.
WHERE'S THE SPORT? -- The annual swimsuit edition of Sports lllustrated may sell magazines, but it
also counters gains women have made in legal rights, financial status and professional opportunities, a
University of Dayton philosophy professor says. "The magazine serves to reinforce all of the images and
structures that give men power, while turning women into objects, without power and selfhood," said
Patricia Johnson, former director of UD's Women's Studies program. "It shows very blatantly that we
ceitainly have a long way to go," said Johnson, an SI subscriber.
While SI is normally on sale at the UD bookstore, store managers are shipping that issue back to the
distributor because of its objectionable portrayal of women.
Call Patricia Johnson at (513) 229-2819.
SUPER TUESDAY -- What happens Wednesday? Gerald Kerns, professor of political science at the
University of Dayton, says Clinton can wrap up the nomination if he does well Tuesday and wins big
March 17 in Illinois and Michigan. But don't count out Tsongas if he holds his own against Clinton in the
South and wins March 17, Kerns says. Bush may drag Buchanan all the way to the GOP convention if
Buchanan keeps faring well in primaries. "That may make Bush vulnerable in the general election," Kerns
said.
Call Gerald Kerns at (513) 229-3650.
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